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The Curiosity in Marketing Thinking
Mark E. Hill and John McGinnis

This article identifies the curiosity in marketing thinking and
offers ways to teach for marketing thinking through an environment that fosters students’ curiosity. The significance of
curiosity in its relationship with thinking is that when
curiosity is absent, so is thinking. Challenges are discussed
in recognizing the fragility of curiosity through an understanding of the factors that suppress it. Drawing on existing
research in education, psychology, and marketing, a synthesized pedagogical reversal is suggested—instead of
pursuing learning in the form of students’ acquisition of
knowledge, the focus should be on students’ exploration
and appropriation of knowledge and marketing knowledge
through their curiosity and thinking. The pedagogical differences are discussed in terms of expectations, measures of
success, and what students leave with upon completion.

Keywords: curiosity; thinking; questioning; pedagogy;
marketing education
INTRODUCTION
One of the more central responsibilities marketing educators have is preparing students for an ever-changing business
environment. Consideration must be given to how the preparation through education accommodates such changing
needs. Much of the marketing education literature is based on
this premise in assessing changing business landscapes (e.g.,
Ackerman, Gross, & Perner, 2003), anticipating the related
challenges (e.g., Smart, Kelley, & Conant, 1999), questioning
the adequacy of the preparation of marketing students (e.g.,
McCorkle, Alexander, Reardon, & Kling, 2003), and offering
suggested pedagogical strategies to address the inadequacies
identified (e.g., Smart et al., 2003; Smith & Van Doren, 2004).
Similarly, as a result of quickly changing business landscapes, business practitioners also have been forced to rethink
their views of the marketplace and consider adopting new
approaches in the process. They are moving away from a
retrospective position toward one that involves breaking from
the past to enable them to meet the challenges of disruptive
change (e.g., Christensen & Overdorf, 2001). The factors forcing this movement include increasing competition, advances
in technology contributing to globalization, and an insatiable
demand from consumers for new, innovative products. To be
52

competitive in today’s business environment, organizations
are compelled to incorporate values into their cultures centering on agility, entrepreneurship, innovativeness, and creativity involving “breakthrough” type thinking (e.g., Kim &
Manborgne, 2001; Leonard & Rayport, 1999; Leonard &
Straus, 1999; Morley & Silver, 1999; Von Hippel, Thomke,
& Sonnack, 2001). Consequentially, changing business
demands require marketing students to be better prepared to
function within environments of discontinuous change (Van
Doren & Smith, 1999) with the skills to anticipate (or create)
future events with an understanding that the past may not be able
to predict them (e.g., Ackerman et al., 2003; Werbach, 2000).
In recognition of these challenges facing marketing students entering the workforce, the marketing education literature is replete with shifting pedagogical foci ranging from
a technocratic perspective, being disciplinary content driven
involving memorization and regurgitation (e.g., Catterall,
Maclaran, & Stevens, 2002; Peltier, Hay, & Drago, 2005;
Smith & Van Doren, 2004), to critical (reflective, problem
solving) and creative thinking (e.g., Catterall et al., 2002;
McIntyre, Hite, & Rickard, 2003; Peltier et al., 2005; Titus,
2000). The former perspective is based on a didactic model of
teaching in which students are viewed as a retention bin and
the teacher’s job is to fill the bin with marketing knowledge
(Friere, 1972; Peltier et al., 2005). Subsequently, as Peltier
et al. (2005) pointed out, “Students entering the business world
often lack reflective thinking skills necessary for discovering
insights through experience, necessary requisites to becoming
lifelong learners (Bourner, 2003; Braun, 2004)” (p. 250). In
contrast, the latter perspective is directed toward “enabling
learners to transform their reality (ideally collectively) rather
than merely understanding it” (Peltier et al., 2005, p. 252).
This shifting pedagogical focus is both a response to the
needs of business as well as recognition that marketing education needs to be more than simply the dissemination of
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marketing knowledge. As a discipline, there is a natural tendency to focus on its body of knowledge and its dissemination
to its constituents. However, as suggested by the shifting
focus taking place in the marketing education literature,
focusing on marketing knowledge (its content) may in fact be
obscuring what is really needed in preparing marketing students for what they will ultimately confront as practitioners.
In reflecting on a constantly changing business environment
and the demands put on business practitioners in general and
more particularly marketers, the significance of being adept
and agile thinkers becomes apparent. Therefore, instead of
preparing students solely from a learning perspective (i.e.,
learning/understanding marketing content or knowledge),
marketing educators should also focus on developing students’ thinking skills to enable them to appropriate marketing
knowledge as called on by the changing business conditions
they will experience as practitioners.
This requires shifting the educator’s attention from a learning paradigm (about marketing knowledge per se) to teaching
for marketing thinking (a thinking paradigm). To begin, one
might consider the importance of what initiates thinking—
that being curiosity. What is proposed from the onset is that
curiosity, a state of arousal involving exploratory behavior
(e.g., Reio, 1997), leads to thinking, and thinking culminates
into something learned. Furthermore, when one is thinking,
one is in a questioning mode of thought. Hence, thinking and
questioning go hand in hand.
CURIOSITY → THINKING
(QUESTIONING) → LEARNING
As educators, if we begin with encouraging students’ curiosity, we have the opportunity to further develop their thinking
skills and perhaps foster an appreciation for thinking in the
process, namely, its value, to better enable them to effectively
operate in challenging business environments. In other words,
as part of developing marketing students’ thinking for today
and tomorrow’s business environments, attention must also be
given to cultivating an appreciation for thinking through an
understanding of curiosity and how continuously developing
their thinking will benefit them throughout life. Although consistent with the intent of promoting lifelong learning, the focus
is more explicitly directed toward lifelong thinking and for our
particular interests, marketing thinking.
Although research exists on why marketing students
select marketing as a major (e.g., Pappu, 2004) and the motivating aspects of identifying themselves as marketing
majors (e.g., Kleine, 2002), what is absent in the marketing
education literature is how such research might be applicable in developing students’ appreciation for lifelong thinking
while serving the needs of business. What is also absent in
the literature is an understanding of students’ curiosity and
the role it plays in marketing thinking. With the traditional
pedagogical focus on disciplinary knowledge, perhaps we
have overshadowed and neglected that very thing businesses
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are in need of today—a sense of curiosity among their
employees driving the innovations of tomorrow. In drawing
attention to students’ curiosity for marketing, we may also
be able to develop a lifelong curiosity1 for marketing thinking starting in the classroom.
The purposes of this research are to (a) identify the
curiosity in marketing thinking and (b) offer various ways to
teach marketing thinking through developing an atmosphere
for curiosity in educational settings. We begin with curiosity
and the curiosity within marketing thinking.
THE CURIOSITY IN MARKETING THINKING
At issue is the ability to both anticipate and adapt to changing conditions. This ability, when developed, ultimately leads
to a proactive stance toward change. Existentially, this adaptability and inclination toward change is already an essential,
integral human trait defining who we are through our natural
curiosity for things. In general, it may be through curiosity that
the human species has survived. It is through curiosity that our
sciences exist (Dewey, 1910), how knowledge is acquired
(Maslow, 1970) and expanded on (Piaget, 1952). Furthermore,
our development from childhood through adulthood is a result
of our curiosity (Piaget, 1952). As Reio (1997) appropriately
stated, “A better understanding of curiosity may help us
remain on the forefront of advancement and competitiveness
in our ever-changing world” (p. 1). Perhaps the cornerstone of
what businesses are seeking is curiosity itself—that which is
continuously seeking the new and the different and not satisfied with what has already been acquired or conquered, which
is to continuously seek change.
Formally, curiosity is defined as a state of arousal resulting
from a situation or circumstances that involves uncertainty
and/or ambiguity (e.g., novelty, conflict, complexity, unfinished, incomplete, unsettled, abstraction) characterized as a
lack of information resulting in exploratory behavior directed
toward resolving the missing information (e.g., Berlyne, 1960,
1965; Day, Maynes, & Spring, 1972; Reio, 1997). It is our
exploratory instinct expressed in exploratory behavior in the
form of questioning, seeking that which is absent, new, and/or
different. Rooted in this instinctual drive is our need to change,
to adapt to changing conditions, to be transformed by the questions of our curiosity along with potentially transforming the
things in question. It is the hallmark of learning, the quest to
be changed by new ideas, forms of thinking, and perspectives.
But how is it related in general to thinking and in particular to marketing thinking? To address this question, extant
curiosity research is discussed next.
Curiosity

Curiosity research has studied children, college students,
and adults (e.g., Candy, 1991; Maw & Maw, 1961; Reeve,
1989, 1992; Rigol, 1994). Research for each of these populations is briefly discussed as follows.
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For children, it has been found that those expressing higher
levels of curiosity were able to retain more of what they were
inquiring about and that curiosity is expressed through questioning and is a significant predictor of children’s achievement (Maw & Maw, 1961, 1978). Such research suggests a
relationship between curiosity, memory, and performance
whereby when curiosity is present and peaking their interests,
children question things from a more personally relevant perspective, which leads to easier access to such information for
later purposes involving similar questions. This is consistent
with memory theories predicated on an accessibility view of
memory and the importance of questioning (e.g., Keller,
1991; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977).
Although, Reio (1997) offered a caveat, “If others discourage a child’s curiosity with judgment and criticism, the child
eventually learns to mask this trait” (p. 12). This is noteworthy in that critical environments have a dampening effect on
curiosity that could occur in the classroom as well as outside,
such as in corporations. Incidentally, if we unquestionably
follow suit with the “critical thinking” movement in education, where the focus is narrowly directed on thinking involving evaluating and judging, which can be interpreted by
students as a critical environment (e.g., right and wrong
answers, normative pressures to appear to have the right
answers), we may in the process be creating classroom environments that are discouraging students’ curiosity.
In the case of college students, it has been found that curiosity is positively related to academic performance (Vidler &
Rawan, 1975), tendencies toward ambiguity, and the unexpected (Fry, 1972) and negatively related with anxiety (Olson,
1986) and depression (Rodrique, Olson, & Markley, 1987).
These results along with the aforementioned ones for children
suggest the potential for nurturing curiosity while warning of
its vulnerabilities (e.g., critical environments, stress).
For adults, curiosity has been found to be positively related
with job performance (Reio, 1997), it does not necessarily
dissipate with age (e.g., Giambra, Camp, & Grodsky, 1992;
Piaget, 1952), and problem solving is driven by curiosity
(Cavalieri, 1996). The problem-solving results imply that with
greater degrees of curiosity, potentially better and more creative solutions might be achieved. Again, these findings suggest the virtues of curiosity are a very fundamental resource
involving our exploratory instinct (e.g., Sanitt, 1996) while
affecting thinking through memory, greater tolerance of ambiguity, improved problem solving via more creative solutions,
and so on. Next, we discuss the role curiosity plays in marketing thinking.
Marketing Thinking

Since the mid-1970s there has been a growing impetus
toward teaching thinking in schools labeled under the “critical
thinking” movement, and yet, there is not a consensus as
to what critical thinking actually entails (Lipman, 2003).
Similarly, the same could be said of creative thinking. Whether

one is referring to critical, reflective, or creative thinking,
they all involve the thinking phenomenon. To teach for thinking, whether concerning one of its flavors (creative, critical,
reflective) or the other, requires a fundamental understanding of what is occurring when someone engages in
thinking. Rudimentarily, what constitutes thinking in its
purest form?
The thinking that we associate with humans originates
out of our exploratory instinct expressed through one or
another form of curiosity—desire, inquisitiveness, interest,
and/or wonder. It is what differentiates us from lower forms
of life whereby we are able to consider possibilities not
directly in front of us (e.g., Sanitt, 1996). It has allowed us
to move beyond simply reacting to our environment to being
proactively a part of the changes occurring. It is curiosity
that initiates thinking in the form of questioning. And within
this questioning form, there are characteristics central to
understanding the nature of thinking.
Inherent in questioning is a movement away from that
which confronts us, that which is already known and already
familiar (e.g., Heidegger, 1954/1968). Questioning is directional and limiting and hence possesses a perceptual quality
(perspective, vantage point, view). It is through our questioning that we see and understand. The outcome of thinking is
manifested in various forms, including knowledge, the formation of dispositions in the form of attitudes and values, and
idiosyncratic (individual) psychological sets affecting perceptions (e.g., Alba, Broniarczyk, Shimp, & Urbany, 1994). As
our questioning changes, so does what we see and understand.
It is a part of the movement. Furthermore, within our questioning resides the potential for change; it is the means by
which we are able to adapt progressively and proactively, if
we choose to.
In other words, the distinguishing characteristic of thinking is its movement while also recognizing there are factors
that constrict the movement or advance (e.g., normative pressures, critical environments, time constraints, stress). In a
marketing context for example, we have a natural tendency to
conserve cognitive resources, which limits or results in various means to relieve the need for thinking through the use of
heuristics (e.g., a large advertising budget is necessary to
build product awareness) or our habitual tendencies (e.g., purchase 30 section spots). This conservation tendency also manifests itself by limiting how many alternatives we might
consider (e.g., national and spot TV vs. national, spot, and
cable TV; Internet, product placement, and outdoor advertising), along with how much time we are willing to devote to
the task at hand (e.g., hours, days, weeks) and the number of
things we might consider along the way (e.g., budget, image
of company, social responsibility). To get the thinking phenomenon to materialize requires cognitive effort on the part of
those wishing to use it for their purposes.
To break through the resistance and allow the movement of
thinking to begin, some initiative is required. What initiates
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the movement of thinking is the spark or arousal caused by
curiosity. As long as there is curiosity, there will be movement from “what is” to “what might be” through questioning and thinking. When the movement of thinking (through
questioning) is no longer apparent, then the phenomenon has
stopped, thinking has stopped. Logically following through,
greater curiosity leads to greater depth and/or breadth in
questioning while potentially leading to longer durations of
questioning (thinking) and more alternatives being considered (e.g., Cavalieri, 1996).
Curiosity’s most distinguishing characteristic is its open
willingness to explore, which is expressed by way of our basic
questions—What if? Why? When? Who? What? These questions are then used in particular contexts (e.g., marketing),
resulting in our acquisition of meanings and our understandings of things. For example, how can we compete in an
already intensively competitive marketplace? As soon as the
questions have been responded to and our curiosity has been
momentarily satisfied, the exploration has stopped and so has
the thinking. But curiosity can be awakened again in that we
can use curiosity’s questions again for the purposes at hand,
upon which new meanings and understandings are possible.
Returning to our question, what constitutes thinking?
Formally, thinking occurs when we are engaged in questioning through curiosity. In very basic terms, our questioning
allows us to know where we are and to understand situations
as they are developing. It is how understandings and knowledge are acquired (Maslow, 1970) and how we are able to
envision the possibilities of the future on which we may
choose to act (Piaget, 1952).
The differences between critical, reflective, and creative
thinking are simply a matter of perspective or different lines of
questioning (see Figure 1). Critical thinking involves evaluative
questioning of things being considered as possible alternatives.
Reflective thinking is similar to critical thinking in terms of the
evaluative nature of the questioning but focuses on questioning
what has already occurred with an opportunity to make future
changes to improve on something that has already taken place.
Creative thinking involves questioning that is open to identifying new and different things relating to a particular context.
Each contains an element of curiosity.
For today’s business environments, marketing students
need to be proficient in all three types of questioning or
forms of thinking. They need to be able to produce innovative ideas (creative thinking), evaluate them in terms of organizational objectives (critical thinking), and then evaluate
the outcomes of their efforts to become more effective as
they move forward (reflective thinking). It is a continuous
cycle that students can learn and practice. It is important not
to ignore any one aspect of the cycle, for example, to
emphasize critical thinking over the other forms of thinking.
As previously discussed, overemphasizing critical thinking
(e.g., analyzing, evaluating, judging) and creating an environment perceived by students as being critical may have a

Creative Thinking:
questioning that is
open to identifying new
and different things.
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Critical Thinking:
evaluative questioning
of things under
consideration.

Reflective Thinking:
evaluative questioning
of what has already
occurred.

FIGURE 1:

Types of Thinking (Questioning)

dampening effect on curiosity and in the process diminish
students’ thinking (or altogether extinguish students’ thinking and turn it into a rote exercise), thereby undercutting the
educational objectives for planting the seeds for lifelong
thinking. Furthermore, if the presentation of the material is
offered in a matter-of-fact way (e.g., the didactic model of
teaching) where there is no opportunity to explore different
paths, students are not solicited or encouraged to engage in
their own thinking (questioning), and hence, an opportunity
is lost to promote students’ curiosity and thinking.
Marketing thinking involves a particular type of questioning. Marketing thinking “occurs when someone is questioning how to compete through a targeted market. . . . [It] is
an active, cognitive engagement centering on outthinking
the competition (strategically) through the means of marketing” (Hill, McGinnis, & Cromartie, 2006, p. 3). Contained
within each line of questioning is an element of curiosity
where the outcome is not already known or predetermined.
In addition, the questioning could involve the generation of
alternatives (creative thinking), be about the evaluation of
alternatives (critical thinking), or evaluate the outcomes
of one’s actions (reflective thinking). In all cases, questioning (thinking) is involved through the marketer’s curiosity.
When the questioning stops, so does the thinking.
In a marketing education context, the task centers around
(a) cultivating the curiosity in marketing thinking and (b)
developing (cultivating, nurturing, promoting) a “habit of
curiosity” about marketing into an everyday practice. In
doing so, marketing students would be better prepared to
confront an advancing marketplace and its ongoing challenges as they enter into the workforce. Next, we turn our
attention to these two tasks by discussing ways to teach for
marketing thinking through developing an environment promoting curiosity.
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TEACHING FOR MARKETING THINKING
Teaching for content versus teaching for thinking are two
very different things. Furthermore, how one defines thinking
can result in different pedagogical outcomes. Not recognizing
the curiosity element in thinking can lead to educational environments that do not promote it and in the process actually
have an opposite effect on thinking. Consequently, curiosity is
critical to any discussion about teaching for thinking.
Curiosity and thinking are of the same phenomenon. One
involves the spark (curiosity, the arousal state) behind thinking, and the other pertains to how the spark (the energy, the
cognitive motivation) is to be used (the type of thinking) and
ultimately how it is satisfied (the stopping of thinking).
Shifting the pedagogical focus results in a significant difference in students’ learning experience and what they are
prepared to do upon entering the workforce. The primary difference involves teaching students to actively engage in their
own thinking where they are allowed and encouraged to
question the ideas, ideologies, assumptions, concepts, and
theories of marketing and to appropriate them for their purposes in varying situations (e.g., Catterall et al., 2002). The
focus is directed toward students’ questioning of such, which
may be creatively, critically, and/or reflectively directed, and
through practice, they become more skilled in dealing with
varying situations.
Once the focus shifts2 toward engaging students in their
own marketing thinking and the practice of such, considerations are then given toward reality-based experiential environments with an emphasis on the transformative aspect of
thinking versus content only (e.g., Smith & Van Doren, 2004).
Businesses are looking for marketing students entering the
workforce possessing thinking skills centering on agility,
entrepreneurship, innovativeness, and creativity while being
able to effectively resolve changing and real organizational
problems by using critical and reflective thinking skills.
Inherently, we are curious from the very beginning.3
Although in time, education—with its focus on the delivery of
knowledge, being content versus thinking driven, the traditional pedagogical focus along with normative pressures—
causes the questions to recede in favor of answers—preferred
ones (only one socially acceptable right answer with no recognition or tolerance for other possible alternatives). Early on
from the students’ perspective, as they move through their education, the environments become increasingly more critical
and competitive, creating an atmosphere where curiosity has
little opportunity. As a result, questions insinuate a lack of
intelligence, whereas quick answers infer the opposite, which
is preferred socially. The normative pressures on those asking
questions are clearly visible in the classroom as well as in the
business environment. No one wants to appear to be unintelligent or inadequate; impression management becomes center
stage from very early on, suppressing our natural tendencies to
openly ask questions. In time, it just becomes easier to go

2. A Community of
Inquiry:

1. Getting Started:
a. Initial Transition
b. Expectations/
Measures of Success

Curiosity

a. Classroom Environment
b. A Reversal
(Questions vs. Answers)
c. Student-Centered
d. Modeling Questioning
e. Students Questioning
Students

3. The Outcome:
a. Questioning/
Thinking Skills
b. An Appreciation for
Questioning
(Thinking)

FIGURE 2:

Promoting a Community of Inquiry

along with what everyone else is saying and/or doing (e.g., the
group think phenomenon).
What is occurring is that we already have a natural tendency toward questioning through our curiosity, but ironically
through education and its normative pressures, at least implicitly if not explicitly, negativity is being associated with this
tendency that is so central to who we are. And ironically, it is
this very questioning capability today’s businesses are seeking. To attempt to remedy this situation, we turn our attention
toward cultivating the curiosity in marketing thinking through
teaching.
Cultivating the Curiosity in Marketing Thinking

How do you create an environment conducive for the
curiosity in marketing thinking? Figure 2 illustrates aspects
for promoting a community of inquiry with curiosity being
center stage. Each aspect to be discussed is related to creating an environment conducive to promoting students’ curiosity leading to the development of marketing thinking in an
educational setting.
1. Getting Started

The transition. Moving from a pedagogical approach
dominated by content-oriented activities to one dominated by
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thinking-oriented activities is best accomplished gradually. It
takes time for both teachers and students to adjust to this type
of instruction. From the teacher’s perspective, thinkingoriented activities require a different type of preparation
(e.g., looking for ways to spark curiosity vs. deciding what to
say in a lecture and/or choosing questions to deepen discussions vs. directing discussions). The gradual phase-in also
enables teachers to gain both confidence and competence in
the approach. Likewise, thinking-oriented pedagogy
requires students to take more initiative, to be willing to
express ideas in situations with no clear “right or wrong”
answers, and to have patience with a high level of ambiguity. Given that many students would not have been exposed
to thinking-oriented pedagogy, introducing it slowly will
help the class adjust more positively to it. Frankly, immersing students in a class completely dominated by thinkingoriented activities would be akin to asking a smoker to go
cold turkey. The consequences on class morale could be
devastating. Introducing one or two thinking-oriented activities in a class session and then expanding their use as both
teacher and class comfort levels increase is the most practical way to begin the transformation.
The difference in expectations. A student explanation of
the differences between classes that are thinking versus retention based is needed. Students are accustomed to retentionbased teaching approaches where an emphasis is placed on
the acquisition of material and its regurgitation in the forms
of various tests (e.g., multiple choice exams, short answers).
Such a discussion is necessary to set the stage for a community of inquiry, an environment for curiosity and thinking to
flourish. The expectations are different, and hence they need
to be acknowledged from the onset.
How do the expectations differ between classes taught
from a thinking versus a retention perspective? A thinking
perspective values students’ questioning and places them at
center stage in what is being taught. To think like a marketer,
the students must learn the types of questioning marketers
engage in as they practice marketing along with developing
an appreciation for the fluidness of such questioning—the
creative aspect of questioning—keeping in mind that in marketing there are no singular answers to the questions marketers might ask representing the strategic element of the
discipline. Situations are constantly changing and hence
require different responses. To think strategically requires a
multiplicity of avenues a marketer might consider. But to get
to such a stage of consideration, the questioning must have
already begun.
As a part of this discussion, students will need to know
how they will be evaluated. How are the measures of success
different for a thinking versus a retention perspective? What
is to be assessed in the case of teaching for marketing thinking is the change in students’ questioning from when they
came into the class and the type and nature of questioning
they are entertaining upon completing the class. In contrast,
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the assessment of retention-based teaching focuses on measuring the accuracy of student responses to a particular set of
questions asked by the teacher. At the same time, it should be
recognized that thinking-based assessment is far more challenging given the variability in students’ questioning/thinking
that could occur. But the development of students’ thinking is
what will allow them to be better prepared for entering into
the workforce.
2. A Community of Inquiry

The classroom environment. A special type of environment
is needed to allow for the spark and openness of curiosity to
occur in today’s classrooms. One such environment can be
referred to as a community of inquiry.
A community of inquiry attempts to follow the inquiry
where it leads rather than be penned in by the boundaries
lines of existing disciplines. A dialogue that tries to conform
to logic moves forward indirectly like a boat tacking into the
wind, but in the process its progress comes to resemble that
of thinking itself. Consequently, when this process is internalized or interjected by the participants, they come to think
in moves that resemble its procedures. They come to think
as the process thinks. (Lipman, 2003, p. 20)

This suggests that the type of environment in which
curiosity flourishes requires openness, one in which the dialogue, the questioning, is allowed to move in any direction,
driven by students’ questioning. This opens the door for students’ exploration into marketing, to tack into the unchartered marketing waters—“Thinking clears its way only by
its questioning advance” (Heidegger, 1954/1968, pp. 169170) and hence is not bound by previous questioning.
The reversal. For a community of inquiry, the focus is on
students’ questioning versus right answers per se. It may
take some time to get students to embrace the change as new
measures of success are now being used. Here, the teacher
needs to be very encouraging for students to offer their questions even if it seems as though the questions initially may
appear to be trivial. In time, they will come to see that others’ questions lead and spark additional questions, allowing
the questioning to move freely. As the questioning moves,
there may be times when there are humorous moments,
which are also welcome in an environment of curiosity. The
levity reduces the normative pressures and opens the doors
for further exploration into marketing.
Students’ interests for marketing. As previously discussed,
in teaching for thinking, an emphasis is placed on developing
students’ questioning in a particular area of interest such as
marketing. As part of getting students to engage in the activity of thinking, which requires effort on their part, curiosity
becomes a pivotal consideration. The arousal of curiosity
can be sparked through students’ interests or by establishing
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personal relevance of the material to be explored. The personal relevancy issue is typically discussed in the marketing
education literature in terms of student-centered teaching
whereby it is thought that students are able to relate better to
the class material if presented from a student-relevant perspective (e.g., Hill & Herche, 2001).
One approach to creating a marketing community of
inquiry is to draw on that which attracts students to marketing (its intrigue, its alluring aspects). Marketing students
already come into the classroom with an interest in learning
about marketing, to become marketers. What is it that attracts
students to marketing? Students are drawn to marketing for
many reasons, including for identification purposes, where
research has found that the stronger the identification is with
the major, the more academically successful they are (Kleine,
2002); for the experiential learning experience perceived to be
associated with marketing and the motivating effects of such
(e.g., Frontczak, 1998; Smith & Van Doren, 2004; Young,
2005); for the creative side of marketing (e.g., McIntyre et al.,
2003; Titus, 2000); because of student advising, flexibility,
good career prospects, and its popularity (O’Brien & Deans,
1995); and for the program reputation and influence of parents and peers (O’Brien & Deans, 1995).
As such, for some, it may be because someone they know
and wish to emulate is in marketing (e.g., a father, a friend,
a sibling) or because of events they have heard or read about.
Others might be drawn to marketing because of its creative
or persuasive nature. It could even be that they might view
marketing as being less quantitative and easier. Still others
might seek the social or people side of marketing. Each has
his or her own reasons for being in the classroom, which is
a starting point to be considered. The students’ natural
curiosity for marketing can be a starting point that can be
used as basis for future discussions and questioning. Here,
the teacher could simply begin by soliciting responses to
“What attracted you to marketing?” As the students progress
through the marketing program, the responses will change
as they come to know more about marketing, therefore, the
question can be used again and again, as needed.
Modeling marketing questioning (thinking). Modeling is a
good approach to promote students’ thinking. The teacher’s
initial demonstration of the type and nature of questioning in
which the students are expected to engage will not only assist
in developing a community of inquiry but serve also as a
means of breaking through the normative pressures associated with traditional classroom environments in that questioning becomes the norm. In using a modeling approach, the
teacher’s questioning diminishes over time so as to place the
emphasis on the students’ questioning.
In modeling the types of marketing questioning students
could engage in, the teacher can use a number of different
strategies. One strategy is to demonstrate that each of the marketing concepts, models, and theories can be thought of as

representing starting points for questioning. For example,
each marketing theory suggests a set of questions that could
be used to interrogate a marketing situation. Therefore,
instead of simply applying the theory as stated (someone
else’s thinking), students would view the theory as representing a particular line of questioning (a particular vantage point)
that they could use to understand marketing situations. In
this way, students learn how to use marketing theories
from a thinking perspective versus from a rote perspective.
Juxtaposed, students learn the limits of theories while practicing how to appropriate them for their purposes.
For example, throughout the segmentation and targeting
processes, the marketer asks successive questions to determine which segment or segments are the most attractive to
the organization. Attractiveness is determined by comparing
segments with one another as well as with the firm’s capabilities vis-à-vis competition, according to the criteria used
within the segmentation analysis itself. Consequently, these
criteria can be thought of as particular questions:
Are there differences in terms of responsiveness (e.g., attitudes
toward purchasing our product or service)?
Based on the responsiveness groupings, how are the segments
different in terms of who they are (e.g., age, gender)?
Are there differences in means to reach the different segments
(e.g., radio, Internet)?
Are the exchange potentials across segments different (e.g., rate
of return)?

Furthermore, what are the different ways in which to look at
the market for segmentation purposes? There are an infinite
number of ways to segment markets. What is the strategic
value in looking at the market from different perspectives?
Depending on how one segments a market, it affects who
might be ultimately targeted, why they are considered attractive, the organization’s market definition, and its potential
competition in the process. By examining these very ordinary
kinds of marketing questions, we are able to see that the marketer is not only thinking in terms of to whom they may wish
to market but also in terms of the relative competitive aspects
and implications of making one selection or another.
The aforementioned questioning process sets the stage
for the more in-depth level of marketing questioning to come.
Marketers are interested in determining the following: What
is going to be persuasive in different situations (e.g., target
market wise, competitively wise)? What is the best way or
ways to initiate the consumption process? How do we compete in low- versus high-involvement situations? How do we
bridge the advertising exposure environment with the decisionmaking environment across time to increase the potential
effectiveness of marketing communications? How can we
use different modalities in communicating (e.g., TV and
then radio) to be more efficient and effective? From a strategic perspective, in terms of outmaneuvering (outthinking)
competition, this type of questioning simply suggests we
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need to be meaningfully different. But it is through marketing questioning that it becomes apparent that there are vast
avenues that can be explored to be meaningfully different
(e.g., familiarity differences, product symbolism differences,
responsiveness differences), providing for new ways to
compete beyond the traditional ones (e.g., price). In seeing
the use of marketing questions and their fluidness, students
are in a better position to understand the nature of marketing
and how they too can participate in practicing marketing.
Again, any of the marketing concepts, models, and theories can be taught from their underlying questions. It is a
way to breathe life into marketing theories from a student’s
perspective. They can see that they are not fixed, and hence,
they can creatively appropriate them for different purposes.
In time, they come to understand that through the questions
they ask, they are able to see different aspects of the marketplace that they might not see otherwise.
Consistent with the aforementioned modeling strategy is
another one that involves demonstrating to students that different questioning starting points affect not only what is to be
seen but also potentially the position one arrives at in responding to the questioning. Again, this could involve using different marketing concepts, models, or theories along with the
nature of the questioning in terms of starting with large versus
small questions, an outside versus inside line of questioning,
and singular versus synthesized questions. Even questioning
the questions could be a starting point. With the community of
inquiry in mind, for any such modeling demonstrations the
teacher should encourage students to engage in the questioning and be willing to go down unexpected, divergent paths.

what students take with them when they leave the course or
program. One of the recurring problems facing higher education teachers is that their students do not appear to retain
much after leaving their classes. This is primarily attributed to
the lack of topics and discussions relevant to students along
with misunderstandings of human memory. Memory is selective, meaning that we only carry forward that which is
deemed personally important. Also, memory is a constructive
process that allows for creatively constructing pasts for present purposes (e.g., life biographies) along with changing our
understandings (e.g., knowledge, beliefs, attitudes) as we
move forward in life and time (Hill & Cromartie, 2004). The
constructive process involves questioning. As the questioning
changes, so does our memory for things as well as our perspectives. By affecting students’ questioning we are able to
affect how they approach the practice of marketing and
engender an appreciation for the true task at hand, which is
the pursuit of initiating and maintaining a “habit of curiosity” in the form of new and novel marketing questioning
(thinking)—the advancing movement of marketing thinking
that is contributing to and a part of an advancing marketplace.

Students’ questioning of other students. Students should be
encouraged to question other students’ questioning. They
might wish to ask how the other students came up with their
questions, asking them to provide more background to the
questioning offered. The students questioning and responding
to each other are central to a community of inquiry while being
consistent with a student-centered focus for teaching marketing (Hill & Herche, 2001). Students will hear other students’
reasons for being there, which will affect how they think about
marketing, and the teacher can then build class discussions
around the students’ interests. The students may, and probably
will, move the class discussion into unexpected directions.
Although, what might appear as a meandering of questioning
and thinking—What about this or that?—is actually the sign of
curiosity at work, allowing personal relevancy to become an
integral element of the class discussions.
All of the aforementioned teaching strategies promote a
more open and personally intriguing environment for curiosity and thinking to occur. Next, we discuss the potential
effects of the pedagogical shift in focus has on students.

An Overarching Class Question

3. The Outcome

The difference in what students leave with. What is also
different between the thinking versus retention perspectives is

TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR
MARKETING THINKING
To build on the foregoing strategies, the following are additional teaching strategies that could be employed in a community of inquiry individually or in some combination. Each has
the potential to spark students’ curiosity to varying degrees.

Another strategy employs the use of an overarching
questioning at the beginning of the semester and mentioned
throughout and is not responded to until the end of the semester. Here, the teacher uses a larger question to assist students
throughout the course with a means for organizing and/or
understanding the relationships of the various marketing concepts, models, theories, and/or practices. Also, because the
overarching question is not satisfied immediately, it further
promotes a community of inquiry through curiosity while
teaching the students that the longer one engages in their
questioning (e.g., considering more aspects), the greater the
potential for arriving at better responses. Juxtaposed, an appreciation for questioning (thinking) is being developed while
going against our natural conservation tendencies. This is
accomplished primarily through the intrigue inherently a part
of the strategy, soliciting curiosity along the way—the question is not fully addressed and satisfied until the end of the
semester. For example, in a consumer behavior class one such
overarching question could be: In terms of products or
services, what is really being consumed by consumers?
Throughout the course the various perspectives of psychology,
sociology, anthropology, philosophy, physiology, and so on
are discussed, each offering some aspect of what is being
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consumed but none complete. Each as a particular perspective
is to be thought of as a particular line of questioning students
could use while recognizing them as such.
Incorporating a Reflective Thinking in an Exam

Another strategy involves students’ reflective thinking
(questioning). For example, in the case of an exam, the exam
is to be thought of as a thinking event in which learning occurs
instead of simply an assessment of what students have learned
(or are able to regurgitate back). Exams can have multiple purposes; assessment is only one. An exam can also be a learning
event requiring students’ thinking and the development of their
thinking through the event. One approach is to offer students a
set of essay questions from which they will select a subset to
respond to. This puts the students in a situation of considering
all of the questions while moving on to those they feel most
comfortable with. They are also encouraged to break the chosen exam questions into smaller ones and to provide response
to their generated questions while relating them back to the
exam questions. The student-generated questions illustrate the
thinking they are engaging in, which can be a basis for grading. After completing the exam, students are given numerical
grades for each individual question, graded relative to the
other students’ responses in terms of insightfulness, comprehensiveness, creativity, and so forth. No other written comments are offered.
The students then have an opportunity to rewrite their
responses to any or all of the questions on the exam. In either
case, it is an optional task. They are graded on the difference
between their original responses and the revised ones and
awarded extra points accordingly. Here, the students are
engaging in reflective questioning looking for how they
could improve their responses. They are critiquing (questioning) their own work. This is based on a mastery teaching perspective in which students have an opportunity to master the
material versus simply moving on after receiving a grade on
an exam. With a series of these exams, students become
much more adept at handling more challenging marketing
situations by recognizing their previous errors or inadequacies in thinking.
Using Ambiguity to Promote Thinking

An ambiguity teaching strategy can also be used to spark
curiosity. The antithesis to thinking is the familiar in that
something that is viewed as being familiar does not require
thinking per se, it is already known as such. To break away
from the familiar, to get thinking moving again, to spark
curiosity, ambiguity can be used. Ambiguity by definition is
something vague, not well defined, indistinct, hazy, and/or
involving uncertainty. It is a calling out to curiosity—What
is the something? For example, in marketing if we were to
change the term situation analysis, which has become too
familiar and overused, to something more ambiguous such
as a gathering analysis, we could initiate students’ curiosity

and thinking as to what is meant by a gathering analysis.
What does it involve? In so doing, ambiguity allows for a
greater array of students’ questioning to emerge along with
curiosity’s openness generating creative ways of gathering
different information, concepts, theories, or models and
using them to obtain unique vantage points of marketing situations. There is no one sequential-step approach or model
to gathering information, there are numerous ways, and each
combination offers potentially different views of the market
situation. When students approach the marketplace from different perspectives, it allows for a richer discussion of what
they see by way of their questioning, how they would subsequently act, and what it means when other students have
different views of the marketplace.
Using Thinking-Oriented Activities

The following are examples of some thinking-oriented
activities that could easily be incorporated into a basic marketing class. Each is designed to spark students’ curiosity
and encourage them to express their thoughts.
• Develop a short list of products (6 to 10) that has a mixture of
convenience, shopping, and specialty goods (e.g., Rolex watch,
“Good News” Disposable razor, Prince Tennis racket, Aquafina
bottled water, Dentyne Ice chewing gum, Panasonic DVR) and
ask the class, “If you had to group these products into two categories how would you do it?” The list of seemingly disparate
products is intended to arouse curiosity, and omitting the criteria to be used in grouping the products is intended to encourage
student thinking. The students will have to develop their own
criteria for segregating the products. Once students begin to
share the criteria used to group the products (e.g., price, frequency of purchase, durability, ego involvement, etc.), the differences between convenience, shopping, and specialty goods
will begin to emerge. Picking one or two of the items and asking questions such as where it might be physically positioned
in the store, how far would they be willing to travel to obtain
the item, or what store would be likely to carry the item would
help deepen students’ understanding of product characteristics
and their implications for distribution practices.
• The university bookstore store wants to survey the campus population to determine what new product/service offerings they
should offer. The survey instrument has been created; how
would you go about collecting the data? Taking the suggestions
offered by the students (e.g., distributing the surveys in classes,
distributing the survey to patrons exiting the bookstore, intercepting students walking between classes, sending it via e-mail,
etc.) and asking questions about potential bias, practicality, and
costs associated with each suggestion would deepen students’
understanding of the convenience sampling versus scientific
sampling.

Although other teaching strategies could be offered, such
as periodically varying instructional approaches, interjecting
relevant humor, varying one’s tone of voice, using group activities, and demonstrations (Reio, 1997), the previous examples illustrate some of the ways to facilitate a community of
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inquiry for which students’ curiosity has the potential to
flourish, leading to the development of their marketing
thinking.
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workforce with the seeds of curiosity for marketing thinking, this may become an easier task today than before.
NOTES

DISCUSSION
In focusing on students’ curiosity, marketing educators
will be in a better position to develop students’ thinking for
marketing while preparing them for changing business environments. Thinking and curiosity are integral elements to
marketing thinking—one does not exist without the other.
To ignore the curiosity in marketing thinking ultimately
leads to a nonthinking path. There are numerous approaches
toward developing communities of inquiry predicated on
curiosity, some of which were offered here, but the key is to
develop an environment that is open to exploration while
recognizing that which threatens such. Curiosity and thinking are vulnerable to negative criticism, normative pressures, stress, and the like.
Although not in the purview of this research per se, businesses should take note of the efforts of education and perhaps follow suit. A community of inquiry and its questioning
foundation is at the heart of transforming an organization,
allowing it to keep abreast, if not at the forefront of change.
Marketing is one aspect of such a community of inquiry that
in itself is able to affect how an organization thinks of itself,
its products and/or services, its markets, and how it will continue to compete within an advancing marketplace. To practice marketing thinking and to tap into its transformative
powers requires developing a habit of curiosity and a corporate environment for which it is possible.
Education can start students off on the thinking path, but
if businesses are not prepared for them, then the lights to
thinking will grow dim, if not go out altogether. As Amabile
(1999) stated, “In today’s knowledge economy, creativity is
more important than ever. But many companies unwittingly
employ managerial practices that kill it . . . managers will
have to change their thinking first” (p. 1). Lester, Piore, and
Malek (1999) suggested why this may be the case:
Companies have abandoned the old hierarchical model, with
its clean functional divisions and clear lines of authority, and
adopted flatter, less bureaucratic structures. But if most
organizations have begun to adapt to the uncertainty of rapid
change, most managers have not. They remain locked into
the mechanical mind-set of the industrial age—that is, they
assume that any management challenge can be translated to
a clearly defined problem for which an optimal solution can
be found. . . . That approach works in stable markets and
even in markets that change in predictable ways. Today’s
markets, however, are increasingly unstable and unpredictable. (p. 161)

Businesses should consider turning to curiosity as a competitive resource for the future and develop communities of
inquiry, and with the potential for more students entering the

1. As Flaherty (2002) suggested, “A college education has to engender
a lifelong habit of curiosity, as opposed to becoming more convinced that
you are an authority” (p. 27). The difference between creating a “habit of
curiosity” and becoming an authority is in the quests (pursuit, undertaking,
endeavor) themselves. Becoming an authority implies an “end” point in
which one becomes and/or is known as an authority, which is grounded in
a retention and present set of assumptions. In contrast, a “habit of curiosity” concerns how one confronts the world and the things in it with an
understanding of the vital role our questioning (thinking) plays in changing
the world. It possesses an inclination for tomorrow. Through “developmental interventions that foster curiosity by creating the conditions that support
it or by stimulating an atmosphere of curiosity in educational settings
would help learners and organizations more adequately cope with the shifting demands of our rapidly changing world” (Reio, 1997, p. 7).
2. The shifting pedagogy highlights the differences between a learning
versus a thinking perspective and how these differences matter in today’s
competitive business environments. Although learning is about change, the
changes may not correspond to the needs businesses are looking for in students entering the workforce. The difference between thinking and learning
is that learning can be an outcome of thinking but not always. Peltier, Hay,
and Drago (2005) illustrated this point through their nonreflection to reflection learning continuum where nonreflection/surface learning (habitual action
and understanding) do not require one’s own thinking, whereas reflection and
intensive reflection do. Traditionally, learning involves the acquisition and
retention of some content where the content may come from the generally
accepted dispositions of others of the preferred concepts, models, theories,
and/or practices associated with a particular discipline. However, the acquisition and utilization of what was acquired may not have involved one’s own
thinking. As Barell (1995) stated, “When you are copying others’ thinking,
you are not really thinking for yourself” (p. 45).
3. This remarkable and distinguishing characteristic of ours is readily
apparent with children in the continuous stream of questions they ask about
themselves, everyday life, animals, plants, the world around them, space
travel, how things work, what people do, and so on (Bonhivert & Bonhivert,
1969). For example, they might ask such questions as: “Why do some people wear glasses?” “Why do I have to brush my teeth?” “Why do animals
need tails?” “Can a snake travel without legs?” “What is the earth?” “Why
is the sky blue?” “What makes colors?” “How does a sailboat go?” or
“What does a policeman do?” (Bonhivert & Bonhivert, 1969). We all start
out in this way with so many questions.
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